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The game was released at December 16, 2017 on Microsoft Store for playstore download. STORY
Astro Lords: Alien Weapon is a free online 3D strategy game developed by Custom Games LLC. The
game stars a couple of humans named Carter and Eve who are aliens. Their friends have come to
Earth to fight in a war. STORY In their fight against evil, the humans have come across a new enemy
that is far greater than any other. This is the Alien Intelligence. It is a formidable enemy that rules a
number of Alien Houses and a variety of Alien cities. STORY To exterminate the Alien Intelligence and
its Alien Cities and Alien Houses, it is up to the Humans to use their Alien Weapons. STORY Using all
their Alien Weapons, Humans destroy the Alien Intelligence. STORY The game ends when all Alien
Cities and Alien Houses are destroyed. FEATURES • Unique Classic 3D Gameplay Astro Lords: Alien
Weapon is a classic 3D strategy game. It is similar to the classic games that you played in your youth
like Sim City. • Science Fiction Soundtrack The game has a SciFi sound track to keep the game
interesting. • Challenging Battles The battles are challenging. To win, you have to defeat the
enemies before they reach you. • Animated Battles During the battles, you can watch an animated
fight between the Humans and the Alien. • Huge Gameplay If you like strategy games, then Astro
Lords: Alien Weapon is for you. The game offers a huge gameplay experience. • Excellent Graphics
The graphics of the game are very appealing to the players eye. The game has very nice graphics. •
No Download/Installation Required The game requires no installation. • Easy Play The controls of the
game are very easy to learn. The game is easy to learn and play. • Daily Freeware The game is
available for free to play. • No Add Coins In Astro Lords: Alien Weapon, you don't have to spend any
coins to win the games. GAMEPLAY STORY Astro Lords: Alien Weapon is a classic 3D Strategy game.
The game is similar to the classic games that you played in your youth like Sim City. The story is
about two Humans named Carter and Eve who have come to Earth on a mission. Their friends
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Features Key:
Solve challenges for the amazing kids of Gaki and get rewards
Switch unlockable characters - Gaki,Wendy,Dennis and the rest
Unlimited Lives
The ability to change difficulty and difficulty settings
"Tower of the Omens" Portable Set for Ten inOne with Sanyo Transparent LCD

Tower of the Omens
LcdSanyo is back with their latest release. LcdSanyo is already the king of lcd camera module family which
includes lcd model no. LCD-VF280, LCD-TF285, LCD-VF380, LCD-TF385 and this module has hd quality. If you
are own a Lcd Camera then it will tell you the magic, The Lcd Camera has still cameras and the most
advanced screen ever has 13.8 px pixels which is 0.2 px less than AMOLED. Yes this lcd is first of its kind
which has camera has screen. This Lcd Camera supports with India plugged size only. According to some
report lcd camera have bypass a button on module. Other then this there is no other difference in overall
functioning and result. Tower of the Omens is also another module with amoled technology. Lcd have huge
list of features but to give this huge list we have made separate article which give a complete description.
LcdSanyo Tower of the Omens portable set for ten inOne Lcd Camera is newly launched. Its a brand new
product and its only available in international market yet. But a tiny detail which is coming in news is its
price increases not much but still its cost is more than lcd camera. No doubt it has 13.8px and suported
same as LcdSanyo camera. If you are guy who want a camera instead of using cell phone for camera, then
you can try this from LcdSanyo now.
Tower of the Omens portable set for ten inOne Lcd Camera by LcdSanyo will be available at COMZet
Infomart, Home of the latest gizmos.
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